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Dear readers,
Industrie 4.0 is a huge opportunity for
mechanical and plant engineering. In production, products, and services, this digital
vision is fast becoming industrial reality. The
situation is enormously dynamic. Mechanical
engineering – Germany’s largest industrial
employer – is working intensively on new
solutions.

The IMPULS Foundation therefore asked
those who are directly affected: managers
and engineers from mechanical and plant
engineering, and university representatives.
Their responses define the “new world” for
the first time, shaping a “target profile for
engineers 4.0” from the perspective of the
mechanical engineering industry.

But a successful digital transition will not
happen automatically – it depends on
the people in the companies. Along with
qualified specialist staff, engineers play a
key role, especially in mechanical and plant
engineering as the most important German
engineering employer.

They also highlight the status of and need
for adaptation in engineering training with
regard to Industrie 4.0, as well as existing
obstacles at universities. A new online tool
(www.ingenieure40-online-tool.vdma.
org) gives both students and engineers at
companies an idea of their own Industrie
4.0 skills.

New skills and qualifications will be needed,
both from the engineers at the companies
and as part of engineering training at universities. But what exactly is behind this
“new world” often remains vague and difficult for both companies and universities
to grasp.

The digital transformation represents a new
era. One thing is clear: If we want to prevent
the transformation from forcing us into
shape, we need to play a role in shaping it
early on. With the “Engineers for Industrie
4.0” study, the key findings of which are
presented here, we want to contribute to
benefitting both companies and universities.
After all, these highly qualified are those
who will decide on the success or failure of
Industrie 4.0.
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Universities are facing a huge process
of change

Networking crucial in
teaching

Industrie 4.0 is placing new demands on the
training of engineers at universities. New
skill and qualification profiles are needed in
engineering training. For the first time,
there is now a “target profile for engineers
4.0” from the point of view of the mechanical engineering industry, as well as an insider’s view of the situation at universities. The
study is based on numerous expert interviews with engineers from the industry and
universities. A survey was also conducted
among VDMA member companies.

Universities need to keep up with technical progress and adapt their curricula
quickly. After all, although the study shows
that there are already some productive
approaches to adapting engineering
training to Industrie 4.0, many universities are only now making a start on the
requisite development. Integrating new
content into the curricula is a particularly
significant challenge, with few structured
decision-making processes on which new
content to add and which old content to
omit. In addition, administrative

obstacles make it difficult to organize study
programs across faculties and departments.
Many departments and faculties are dominated by subject-related silo thinking. Networking therefore needs to improve, especially in teaching.

Focus: Computer sciences, data science,
and data security
The specialist requirements in the various
engineering disciplines are at the heart of
the “target profile for engineers 4.0”, new
additions being skills in computer sciences,
data science, and data security. Furthermore,
engineers 4.0 need to be able to take points
of view from other disciplines into account in
their own work. Methodological skills, especially process thinking and systems thinking,

and interdisciplinary skills, such as the ability to work both self-sufficiently and within
a team, as well as the capabilities to learn
and adapt are therefore particularly important. But Industrie 4.0 does not need “super-
engineers.” The elements in the target profile
cannot simply be added together, but are
in a flexible relationship with one another
depending on the field of application. The
rapid pace of technological change makes
this essential – it keeps the target profile
flexible and allows it to change over time.

Joint core curriculum in
engineering sciences
Basic knowledge of computer sciences will
be essential in mechanical, electrical, and
electronic engineering in future. In return,

Industrie 4.0 – data-related skills increasingly important

Broad-based need for interdisciplinary skills for Industrie 4.0 projects

Which interdisciplinary skills are required especially for Industrie 4.0 projects?
Analytical thinking

92%

Ability to handle complexity
Self-sufficiency/
motivation
Ability to learn
Systematic thinking
(overview/process-related thinking)
Ability to adapt to new situations

89%
88%
87%
87%
84%

Ability to work in a team

83%

Creativity/thinking outside the box

83%

Forward thinking
Interdisciplinary teamwork/
communication
Customer and service orientation

81%

worlds and ways of thinking in engineering
sciences from the very start. Another recommendation is to intensify collaboration
between companies and universities –
something that is already common practice
in mechanical engineering. Finally, it is
vital to strengthen life-long learning, both
by switching between phases of work and
education and by learning on the job.

VDMA’s Maschinenhaus initiative

79%
78%

Thinking in scenarios

76%

Understanding of value chains
Communication and
presentation skills
Ability to handle conflict

63%
63%
61%
56%

Negotiating skills

52%

Intercultural skills
Total N = 224
Responses: “very useful” or “essential” in percent
Remaining percentage: “not necessary,” “somewhat useful,”
and “useful”

VDMA’s Maschinenhaus initiative will
put the results of the study into practice.
With the Maschinenhaus, VDMA is helping
universities to further develop teaching in
engineering training. The reason behind the
initiative was the high number of drop-outs
from engineering programs. More than 50

consulting projects have been conducted at
universities since 2013. A toolbox promotes
outstanding examples of good teaching. As
the teaching award with the highest prize
money in engineering sciences, the “Best
Maschinenhaus” honors innovative teaching
concepts. In the future, the Maschinenhaus
initiative will focus particularly on digitalization and on computer sciences departments
and faculties. Drop-out rates in mechanical
engineering in particular have fallen signi
ficantly in recent years, benefiting students,
industry, universities, and university policy.
bildung.vdma.org/hochschule

Source: IMPULS study
“Engineers for Industrie 4.0”, 2019

Which complementary skills from other, perhaps neighboring specialist fields
do engineers need in Industrie 4.0 projects?
Data/IT security

58%

Data collection/storage/preparation

58%

Usability/User Interface

55%

Informatic technologies/algorithms
35%

Basic scientific knowledge
(chemistry, physics)
Basic legal knowledge
(e.g. data protection)

34%

• Methodological skills, especially process-related and systems thinking
• Cross-discipline knowledge such as mechanical, electrical and electronic engineering in
computer sciences and data science, and respectively, basic knowledge of mechanical,
electrical, and electronic engineering and data science for computer sciences

31%
25%

Total N = 224
Responses: “very useful“ or “essential“ in percent
Source: IMPULS study “Engineers for
Remaining percentage: “not necessary,” “somewhat useful,” and “useful”
Industrie 4.0”, 2019

Online Skills Check 4.0

• Basic specialist knowledge in an engineering discipline

49%

Business skills

Ethics

The “target profile for engineers 4.0” has five components:

• Contextual knowledge, i.e. knowledge of conditions, requirements, and perspectives in
other divisions and disciplines
• Interdisciplinary skills, especially the ability to work in a team, self-sufficiency, motivation, problem-solving skills, the ability to learn and adapt, openness, and communication skills

computer sciences also need mechanical,
electrical, and electronic engineering in
connection with Industrie 4.0. This demands
a stronger interdisciplinary approach to the
content of study programs and improved
collaboration between the individual departments and faculties. The study recommends
the introduction of a two-semester joint core
curriculum in engineering sciences, giving
students equal insight into the disciplines of

mechanical, electrical, and electronic engineering as well as computer sciences. They
would also have a better basis for deciding
on a core discipline to concentrate on later.
When it comes to developing this core
curriculum, companies could contribute
the essential practical point of view and
introduce the new requirements presented
by digitalization. A joint core curriculum,
adapted to Industrie 4.0, would connect the

In the course of the study, an “Online Skills Check 4.0” was developed for students, employees, and companies. The online tool provides information on each individual’s own skills
for Industrie 4.0. They can gain a general self-assessment in terms of “need for significant
qualification,” “need for targeted qualification,” “good outlook” or “excellent outlook”. Furthermore, they can conduct a comparison at the level of detailed skills and qualifications.
The “Online Skills Check 4.0” is available at www.ingenieure40-online-tool.vdma.org

Free download of the extended version of the study at
www.impuls-stiftung.de/studien

